A VAN FOR ALL SEASONS

A dictionary defines the word "utility" as - something useful or designed for use. The vehicles that fall into this category certainly come under this description as many readers have already discovered. The modern offerings have come a long way since those early days, when some manufacturers and greenkeepers had the foresight to recognise the benefits such an animal had to offer. Roland Taylor reports ...
The early models were primarily a platform on wheels, with a couple of seats, powered by an engine. Some early ones had three wheel configurations that were found in use to be unstable. Once this became evident, a fourth wheel was added. Initially, their main role was to transport materials and people, but gradually attachments were added that increased the vehicle's versatility. With the addition of power takeoffs and linkage systems, it has become an easy-to-connect source for a host of turf-care equipment and in many cases the transport side is now secondary.

Another benefit that is claimed, is that this type of unit has an even weight distribution and low ground pressure, important factors in the fight to control compaction. Some manufacturers' literature reflects this with claims that their utility vehicles can be used on sensitive areas, such as greens.

So, where does the utility vehicle fit into the scheme of things as far as a golf course is concerned? Does it replace the tractor and trailer? On paper the answer is probably yes, but in practice it is not so cut and dried. Certainly, they are said to be able to go on fine turf and in places where it would be imprudent to take a tractor, especially if the ground conditions are soft. They may also provide a power source for most of the regular jobs a conventional tractor would undertake. Obviously for heavy operations, such as a verti-draining they are not in the running.

While a utility vehicle might look an attractive proposition, the sticking point could be that there is not only the investment in a vehicle, but also the possibility of extra costs for attachments to fit on it. A solution in this case would be to start with the basic transport unit, then add the extras when funds become available.

Trawling through the utility vehicle literature it becomes clear that there are plenty of choices, so when considering this type of machinery the areas and the tasks it is going to be used for need to be fully taken into account.

Weight and carrying capacity are key factors. Another feature to be on the look out for is the ground pressure rating when fully loaded and with an operator on board. This does not appear in all the literature, so some detective work may be needed.

When it comes to power sources there is a choice of petrol, diesel, LPG or electric. The transmission is either a continuous variable or synchromesh system and there are two and four wheel drives versions depending on the particular make. A differential lock is fitted as standard on a major-
ity of models. Power steering is a not always a feature so this could have a bearing on the units handling, turning circle and its manoeuvrability. It is something worth checking out.

As the vehicle is likely to be used for long periods, operator comfort is another aspect that requires looking at in detail. Even if only travelling from A to B the ride wants to be comfortable, especially over rough ground. While manufacturers might expound the virtues of their particular suspension system, it can only be gauged from experience. The answer is to arrange a demonstration, climb aboard and test it for yourself.

Noise levels are now increasingly under the spotlight both from an operator's point of view and the public. These are generally shown in leaflets, so a companion of different makes and models is easy to make. Another specification to look out for is the ground clearance, especially if a course has a lot of undulating terrain.

At some stage there is the likelihood that a unit will be required to tow a piece of equipment, so its towing capabilities and capacity is relevant. Depending on what the utility is being initially bought for will largely govern the importance of its overall versatility. Where a vehicle is to be used mainly for transporting smallish items such as pedestrian mowers, top dressing, fertiliser and hand tools, then the dimensions and carrying capacity of the cargo box are a priority. Cargo beds are in all shapes and sizes with the options of full, two thirds and one third, with side or without configurations.

On some models the list of optional attachments is long, plus there are now a number of companies offering trailed and specially designed attachments. These include sprayers, spreaders, top dressers and other turf care equipment.

Apart from using a utility vehicle for course work, it could also be converted to a mobile repair unit by the addition of a portable generator, compressor, welder and toolbox. Should a breakdown occur out on the course, the service technician, plus all his kit, would be on site in a few minutes. One of the smaller models would be ideal for this purpose.

Utility plus

Another piece of equipment that comes under the “utility” heading is the loader or skidster. A number of these types of machine are now available in the UK. There are four-wheeled units, which have a platform at the rear for the operator to stand. Because of their compactness they are said to be ideal for working in very confined areas and the drive system to the wheels allows you to spin turn, which makes them highly manoeuvrable. Also available are slightly larger loaders that have a driving seat. Some models in this category articulate in the middle, a feature it is claimed that provides tight turning without leaving tracks or damaging the turf.

The basic power units generally have 4-wheel hydrostatic drive as standard. On some makes there is a 2 pump hydraulic system, one for wheels and the other to drive or lift the attachments. Other companies offer an auxiliary circuit as an option. This is in the form of a flow divider valve, which enables the operator to
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Incorporate or decrease the oil flow to the attachment, or the wheel drives. Petrol or diesel engine versions are available.

A big feature of all these multi-purpose machines is the speed at which one person can fit or remove an attachment. It usually means connecting or disconnecting hydraulic hoses and fitting or removing two locking pins, and the unit is ready; some manufacturers claim this takes less than a minute.

A look at some of the operations that a loader or skidster could be used for on a course illustrates the versatility of these units.

Ditches, ponds or bunkers
A backhoe is ideal for clearing out ditches and ponds, or even digging new bunkers. They are compact enough to get in the tightest of spots and are said to be capable of moving a lot of soil in a short period of time. Various bucket widths are available.

Landscaping
For making new seedbeds there are soil cultivators. These will, it is claimed, in one pass grade bury stones and any other debris. Other attachments for landscape work include, grading rakes, scraper blades and levellers. An earth auger takes all the hard work out and speeds up creating the holes for tree planting.

Fencing
By using a loader or skidster with minimal labour, fencing becomes a highly efficient and cost effective operation. Most companies offer a choice of earth auger drills for producing various depths and diameters of holes. In addition, some manufacturers have a cement mixer attachment. This means fence posts can be erected and set in concrete immediately without the necessity of having to bring in additional plant.

Drainage and irrigation
Providing trenches for irrigation insulation, electrical cable or small drainage pipes, is said to be fast and easy with a trenching attachment. At least one manufacturer offers a bore-driving head with a rod and reamer kit for going under paths without disturbing the surface. Once the installation has been carried out the trench can be back filled using a blade and leveller.

The list of other attachments is extensive and includes, tree forks, rotary brooms and a wide range of buckets. Some companies also have wood chippers and rotary or flail mowers.

A skidster or loader could be a considerable asset to the fleet, but unless there is sufficient all-year-round work for this type of machine, a better proposition would be to hire one as and when required.

One suspects, that like a lot of machinery, once a utility vehicle, skidster or loader is on the fleet, it is soon discovered how many other applications it can be used for, that were not originally considered. For those courses that do not already have one, it is a piece of equipment worth checking out with a view to including it in future machinery replacement planning.
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Scott MacCallum met up with Mike Smith, who accepted an assignment which would have scared off many, but what he and the Donnington Valley team have since done shows just what can be achieved with hard work and ingenuity.

Imagine a situation where your mission, should you decide to accept it, is to design and build a golf course on the site of an existing course; where you undertake the job in-house; oh yes, and the existing golf course remains open while the new course is being built. Sound a tall order? Well that’s exactly what Mike Smith and his team at Donnington Valley, in Newbury, have recently accomplished.
Mike, who had already designed several golf courses, took on the assignment in 1997 when it was decided that the original 18 hole course did not match the standard of the four star Donnington Valley Hotel and sister five star Vineyard at Stockcross Hotel, which also boasts a Michelin Star Restaurant. The two hotels and course are owned by Sir Peter Michael, a successful entrepreneur, who is the Chairman of Classic FM and who owns a renowned vineyard in California which produces some of the finest wine in the world.

"He is not a golfer and was more interested in buying the hotels than the fact that they also came with a golf course but was keen that the course should be up to the standard of everything else he is involved with," explained Mike.

The original lay-out was basic. Aimed at, and popular with, the new golfer. It had greens cut out of the hill, straight fairway and few bunkers.

Acting Head Greenkeeper at this time was Andy Burnham, who had worked at the course since the day after his 16th birthday, and who had been promoted to the acting role when he was 19. When Mike arrived one of his first decisions was to confirm Andy, then 21, as Head Greenkeeper.

"Andy had the responsibility for the day to day running of the golf course while I spent from April to July designing the new course over the existing ground and some adjoining parcels of land which had been purchased with the new improved course in mind," explained Mike, although both were heavily involved in the actual construction of the course.

Throughout the construction stage Mike and Andy tried to keep as many holes open as they possibly could to give the members something to play while at the same time constructing the course.

"We managed to give them 18 holes for the vast majority of the time, although we did drop to 15 for a while, and 11 for about a week, when we put in the last three holes - the new 12th, 13th and 14th."

This plan, while placating members during a difficult time, caused innumerable complications while building the new course.

Although it was not how he would have done the job in the ideal world Mike had actually been instrumental in the decision to keep the course open.

"I was asked what the best way of doing it was and I said that if we kept it open we could still generate half a million in revenue each year by giving members a course to play as well as keeping up their interest. Had we shut for two years they might have found somewhere else to play and not come back," he explained.

What it meant was that while the course was under construction they still had to access established greens so they could be cut.

"We would have to put boards out for members so they could walk over the mud," recalled Andy.

They had hosted a members' meeting at which they explained what was going to be happening and how it would effect their golf.

"About 120 members turned up and Andy was thrown in at the deep end as I gave him grasses to talk about. I wanted the members to realise how big a part he was playing in the project. It was an excellent meeting, we cut cores and put them behind glass to show how the greens were to be
constructed and told them that the expected time frame for the job would be two years,” said Mike.

“For the first 18 months I attended every committee meeting, gave them a progress report and told them what course they would have for the next few months. As we brought new holes into play and removed the old the par was steadily going up from 61 to 63 to 65 etc.”

However, after the first 18 months it became obvious that the two year deadline would not be met and patience, among the membership, began to wear a little thin. Mike explained to Sir Peter that you couldn’t be three months or six months behind when you build a golf course, you were either a season behind or you weren’t.

“We accepted the fact that the job would take three years to complete and not two. We were facing many problems for the first time and trying to keep one course going as we built another on the same site caused more problems than we perhaps envisaged,” said Mike, who added that the weather was not helping either.

Andy chimed in.

“We took on three or four extra guys but occasionally we’d have to take everyone off construction because the grass on the course was getting so high while we’d have to put extra people on course preparation when there was a competition coming up.”

Oh yes. Another little complication. Right behind the course is Snelesmore Common, home of the infamous Newbury By-Pass protesters, Swampy et al, who did their bit to slow down proceedings.

“They took tarpaulins and rope, dug up the 4th green and put top dressing in our fuel tanks,” said Andy, who also recalls an amusing scene when a water cannon was used to try to remove a naked man from a tree.

“He was hanging on for dear life,” he said, smiling at the memory.

Carrying out construction work while golfers plied their trade just a few yards away also had another downside.

“It meant we couldn’t hide our mistakes. When we did everyone could see it, and we were not in a position to close the door and say that they wouldn’t see anything until it was finished.”

Mike and Andy freely admit that they made mistakes but are equally free in admitting that they learned from each and every one.
Mike Smith

Mike Smith has a unique set of talents. He is a former draftsman, playing off 1 and representing Perthshire Boys.

Bored with life in London, and seeing his golfing ability diminishing he asked him to take over at the 36 hole golf club.

We'd already agreed to take the European Matchplay Championship the following year but the heat had expanded the piping and when we returned it had contracted leaving a four inch gap. We took it out and made sure the second time.

When the previous Head Greenskeeper/Pro left, Mike became Head Greenskeeper at Dunblane and the greens until the greens were firm, fast and moving. Mike and on site digger operator, Malcolm Cox, laid some irrigation piping.

It was a lovely sunny day, Malcolm had trenched it and we had laid out the four inch piping and put in the cables. We then left it open to fill the following day but the heat had expanded the piping and when we returned it had contracted leaving a four inch gap. We took it out and made sure the second time.

We hadn't got the irrigation connected up to the green and when I came in on the Sunday morning the turf were all curling up at the edges. I spent four hours hand hosing the green but it was just baking it,” he explained.

We decided to leave that green for a while and concentrate on areas which we wanted in play quicker but all the members could see the tram lines. They were telling us that we'd have to relay the green but Andy told them he would seed and irrigate, and together with picking the weeds grass out by hand on the bare patches, the green has come back well just as he said,” said Mike.

The construction work involved everyone at the hotel as well as the golf club.

"We were digging our two reservoirs at the same time as building the course and used the earth from the holes to shape the course. We had one contractor digging and we had hotel kitchen porters, chefs and chambermaids’ driving diggers to move the earth around the site when Malcolm would do the shaping. It would never happen nowadays but they all loved it. They were out in the sun getting a sun tan,” recalled Mike.

The reservoirs - one with a surface area of 2000 square metres of surface area four and a half metres deep and the other 1200 square metres also to a depth of four and a half metres.

One is two metres above the other with a waterfall connecting the two. Slowly the course came together and the completed lay-out was played for the first time in May 2000 with the official opening - with the PGA South Region Donnington Valley Classic with ex Ryder Cup star Paul Way in the field- played last June.

Having safely emerged at the other side of a huge project both men can reflect on things they would do differently next time round.

“We tumbled some of the greens before we did the aprons because we had to get the greens in play but then we had to marry the greens to the aprons which was difficult,” said Andy.

Another thing we would have done differently is built a concrete turning bay for lorries as access was extremely difficult. I remember having six lorries lined up a 6pm one day all desperate to unload so they could get home but they couldn't get onto the site.”

Mike can reflect on how a more conventional design/build/grow-in would have made their lives so much easier.

"It would have been nice to have had unrestricted access to the entire site and to have done the job in one go. We could have ploughed the field, stone buried, harrowed, prepared for seeding, installed the irrigation, seeded, fertilised and waited to see it all come through," he said wistfully, while he is also well aware of the